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What is SEO?
Search Engine Optimisation is a set of actionable tasks
that you can perform on your website and the internet to
better present your products or services online.
Search Engine Optimisation is about improving your
website’s ‘organic search’ performance. Organic
search is the term used to describe what most people
do when using a search engine to find something on
the web.
Search Engine Optimisation should be the foundation
of your web marketing efforts.

Things you should know
There are a number of dependencies with SEO. Google is tracking
pretty much everything a person
does on the web. They know the
device and browser you are using,
where you are, what time it is and
they track your search history.
When it comes to your website,
Google uses over two hundred
marker points to grade a website,
from perfomance and speed of
loading, to keywords targeted,
from the quality of the domain
name through to the frequency of
the website being updated.
Combining a users data with what
Google knows about your website
is what leads to the display of a
list of search results on the Search
Engine Results Page (SERP).

There are some golden rules too,
which you should follow to improve
your SEO performance:
- Fresh content - content is king.
Google is hungry for more information all the time, so keep
Google well supplied.
- Well liked - Google believes a
recommended website is a good
website, so links from favourable
reviews or endorsements and on
other websites will be seen as
positive indicators by Google.
- Well made - if your website
downloads quickly, is easy to
navigate and works equally well
on a mobile in some lost faraway
place, then Google will reward
you for it.

Partnership
SEO should be the foundation of your web marketing efforts.
We cannot do your SEO alone. Everything we do comes down to time,
money and our experience but most importantly our partnership with you.
Our relationship with you has to be a 50:50 partnership. You know your
business better than we ever can and it is right that you set the goals and
requirements to make it a success.
We know SEO and will advise on the best, most efficient and productive
ways improve your website’s performance that will ensure the most significant short and and long term gains.
A huge part of SEO is about the content on your website. If content remains static, this will be reflected in SEO performance. We offer a complete Content Stategy service if producing content is required.

Results
The criteria for success are always results. Results in terms of Sales and
business won, plus results in targeted traffic. Increasing the number of
visitors to your website and broadening its appeal will bring in more revenue.
We don’t believe in rankings, with search results based upon so many
devices and indicators, it is no longer safe to assume that position 1 rankings for specific keywords results in sales.

What we do
We will start with an appraisal,
we’ll talk to you, see what you
have done before and discuss your
goals and aspirations.
Then, we will look at the website,
we will perform an audit, which
gives us a lot of information on
actionable fixes for your website,
from correcting broken links to
advice on keyword usage.
We will share this information with
you, and start providing recommendations based on our findings.
This will vary depending on what
we find but our goals will not. They
remains as follows:
- Quality content - we will aim to
ensure you have great visual and
textual content on your website.
- Well liked - we will encourage a
robust link strategy, ensuring your
presence accross the Internet,
this will include a review of your
Social Media.

- Well made - we will look at all aspects of your website from speed
and performance to the underlying code. We will encourage you
to make the website secure.
A ‘Marketing Plan’ will be created
and shared with you, this will form
the basis of our partnership allowing us to keep track of your other
marketing activites so we may
focus on future events.
We will encourage you to pre-plan
your marketing to ensure both high
and low season events are indexed
well in advance.
We will regularly request further
information from you to ensure our
targets are fully in line with yours.
SEO is a diverse and changing
marketing discipline and we will
always look to employ the latest
ideas and enhancements as they
are made known to us.

Google Analytics
We will go through all your web
statistics using tools like Google
Analytics to ensure that you have
accurate data enabling you to
make the correct assumptions.

Example: filtering out spam visitors to the website, or ensuring that
tracking is working properly for
both eCommerce and goals.

Search Console
Google relies on the information
that we supply so it seems sensible
to ensure we optimise for every tool
that it provides.
Submitting Sitemaps that are correct and fixing issues that Search
Console highlights are included in
all our SEO services.
Google My Business
Increasingly Google is relying on
information about location (think
maps), opening hours, contact
information, photos, recommendations, branding, before they even
show users your website.
NCompass will provide the right
advice so that you can take advantage of ‘Google My Business.’

Reporting
Our key aim is to report back to
you with informtion about increases in sales, revenue, transactions,
enquiries and traffic.
We provide a weekly marketing
report with KPIs reflecting all your
goals.
Additionally, our weekly report lists
other marketing activities from
Pay-per-Click advertising to Social
Media and emailing activities.
We provide a full comparison of
month on month progress but also
year on year as we realise that
many businesses are seasonal or
subject to the vagaries of weather
or other unforeseen events.
We can also customise our reporting to suit your needs.

Performance Indicators
We actively track four key metrics:
- Visitors month on month - we
want to see the rise in visitors each
month
- Visitors year on year - we look
back over time to track progress.
- Transactions/goals month on
month - how many sales you had.
- Transactions/goals year on year how much the business has grown.
We also use these key performance
indicators to calculate what we bill
you. If you do well, then we do
well.

Actionable Reporting
Every report you are sent, is read
by us as well and often followed up
with recommendations and actions.
The purpose of a report is to enable us, in partnership with you, to
examine and analyse the good and
the bad points and to learn from
them.
NCompass also produces ts own
in-house reports for the purposes
of analysis and action. These can
be shared where appropriate.

Third Party SEO Services
We will happily work with any
other SEO service or agency, in
fact, we welcome the opportunity
to optimise any services you have
subscribed to and to work with any
agency as required.
Everything we produce can be
shared with any 3rd party that
works with you. Collaboration will
always improve the business.

Content Strategy
New for 2019, we will be offering a ‘Content Strategy’ service to produce
new content for your website.
From blog posts to product descriptions, we can take briefs and write new
material. We’ll also help to populate your marketing plan and come up
with suggestions for new campaigns.
With nearly 20 years of experience in writing content for websites, newsletters and even Social Media we can ensure that wherever your audience
is we can reach them.
Why are we doing this?
Businesses are often too busy to keep their websites up to date. The SEO
effort is undermined if new content is not forthcoming so we decided to
offer a full sevice to ensure that our SEO efforts are complemented and
successful.
What this means for you?
Our success will be your success, with a proper partnership over the content of your website we will significantly widen the possibilites of attracting
new audiences to your website and business.
Outsoucing content creation, where you still maintain complete control,
will enable you to concentrate on the products and services that will be
responded to by your customers and users.
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Social Media and SEO
As part of our SEO service, NCompass will look at all Social Media
channels offering advice and recommendations.
NCompass will also ensure a
tight branding of all Social Media
accounts to ensure you present a
consistent and up-to-date message
to your customers.
Social Media can no longer be
ignored. It is an important part of
any web marketing strategy and
directly correlates with our second
golden rule of being a well-liked
website. The more active you are
on Social Media the more highly
ranked you will be on Google.

All our reporting includes activity
on Social Media as a key indicator
not only of where your traffic and
sales come from, but also to show
you how an active social media
presence directly improves your
SEO.
Further Social Media Optimisation
is available if needed.

And there’s more
Voice SEO
By 2020, Google is predicting that 50% of all search will be based on
voice commands as people increasingly adopt new ways to find the information they want.
NCompass is already prepared for that eventuality and has a process in
place to actively tackle voice based SEO to ensure that your website will
be ready for this new way of searching the Internet.
Yahoo, Bing and all the rest...
Whilst Google accounts for 93% of all search in the UK and 87% in the
USA (source: Statcounter) other search engines have a role to play.
However, Google is watching all other search engines, and all other
search engines are watching Google, this gives rise to the dilemma that
what is good for Google is good for all search engines... and also if you
do well on another search engine, you’ll do better on Google.
Ultimately the 3 golden rules apply:
- Fresh Content - Content is King
- Well Liked - A recommended website is a good website
- Well Made - Speed, performance and user experience

Our Services
• Web consultancy
• Web hosting
• Website design
• Website creation
• Website maintenance
• Website management
• Web marketing
• PPC – Google Ads
• SEO
• Content creation
• User experience
• Conversion optimisation
• Social Media strategy

